
Hunter Education Annual Report 
FY 13-14 

The Hunter Education Annual Report will transition to the Fiscal Year End Report.  
The Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration Program (Federal Aid) requires us to com-
plete this report in July/August of each year.  In the past, the report was shared 
with instructors at the close of the calendar year, as we are doing now.  However, 
in the future you will find this report in your mailbox around August. 
 
Here are the numbers from the last fiscal year that I think you’ll find interesting: 
 
 Total Hunter Education Instructors (volunteer and staff) - 640 
 Total Hunter Education classes taught - 789 
 Total Hunter Education students - 22,974 
 Percent of male and female students - 31.2% female, 68.8% male 
 
The list of Hunting Incidents is enclosed.  Use these incidents within your classes to 
help teach our future students. 
 

Safe Hunting Starts with Hunter Education! 



Date  County  Fatal  Summary of Incident  

09/01/2013 Morgan No Five hunters met up on the opener of dove season.  They spread out in a stand 
of trees, but they could still see one another.  Dove flew between two hunters, 
one swung on the dove, past his safe zone of fire, and hit the other hunter with 
pellets.  Swinging on game, zones of fire. 

09/01/2013 Jackson No Person had been fishing all day and headed back to camp.  Getting ready to 
hunt grouse the next day, the hunter decided to practice with his .22 caliber 
revolver.  While unloading birdshot and reloading with standard ammo, the 
hunter attempted to cock the hammer.  The hammer slipped from his grasp and 
struck the firing pin causing the gun to fire, injuring himself. Careless handling 
of  firearm. 

10/11/2013 Jackson No Hunter was loading gear into his boat and had his shotgun, loaded with the 
safety off, sitting in the boat too.  Shotgun “went off,” striking hunter in the left 
leg.  Careless handling of firearm. 

10/19/2013 Chaffee Yes Family was out hunting for big game.  Teenage boy got ahead of the group as 
they headed back to the vehicle.  Parents heard a single gunshot and thought 
teenager must have spotted an animal.  Teenager was found with single gun-
shot wound to the chest.   

10/22/2013 Jackson No Hunter was in dense timber and spotted some elk.  While attempting to get a 
shot on the elk, hunter took his safety off.  While trying to catch up to the elk, 
he needed to cross a downed tree.  While using his rifle as a cane, it discharged 
and took the tip of a finger off.  Careless handling of firearm. 

11/02/2013 Saguache No Hunter was in the field looking for rabbits.  Shooter was also hunting for rab-
bits.  Shooter shot toward a rabbit, striking the victim in the face.  Shooter did 
not have hunter education.  Careless hunting, failure to identify target and be-
yond. 

01/22/2014 Weld No Eighty year old  duck hunter loaded his shotgun while inside the hunting lodge.  
When leaving the lodge, the shotgun discharged injuring the hunter in the left 
chest and shoulder.  Careless handling of firearm. 

12/27/2013 San Miguel Yes Three hunters were out at night hunting coyotes and bobcats.  Two hunters 
were set together.  The third hunter (the victim) placed an electronic call and 
set up west of them by himself.  After the call ran for 5 minutes, the two hunt-
ers sitting together scanned the area south and west of them.  Believing they 
saw eye reflections, one hunter shot hitting the hunter set by himself.  Failure 
to identify target. 

Hunting Incidents Summary 
Fiscal Year 13-14 

July 1, 2013—June 30, 2014 
 
Below is a summary of the hunting incidents from the Fiscal Year 13-14.  Note that we have 
changed the dates of the report to coincide with the Annual Report for the Wildlife and Sport 
Fish Restoration Grant (Federal Aid).   Overall, there were 8 incidents that were reported, two 
of which were fatalities.  As can be seen by looking at the incidents, it is true that a moment of 
carelessness can lead to a lifetime of consequences.  Hopefully this will provide good training 
material for your hunter education classes. (This report is very similar to the 2013 Annual Re-
port) 


